”Continental elegance”
A warm palette of natural shades
Bringing together woodwork and natural colours, the 5th Bolia mood is called Continental elegance. An expression reflecting the transition of the seasons, it combines
lightness and elegance with a more assertive and deeper universe. Continental elegance will be the vector of an atmosphere of tranquillity and delicacy, made of soft
and natural materials.
Continental elegance explores contrasts and materials, drawing inspiration from the
warm shades of nature. The 5th of the 9 Bolia moods is also part of the Design Atelier: a new creative concept that can now be found in most of the brand’s stores. Continental elegance associates soft and natural surfaces, such as traceable leather and
the softness of velvet, with solid wood and light and sophisticated surfaces, such as
porcelain and crystal. As for the colors, they come in shades of brown with eloquent
names: Memory Light Brown, Sydney Mocca, Pure Sand or Laine Light Brown.

Some of the pieces in the Bolia collection particularly illustrate this atmosphere, such
as the Cana storage series. Soft and soothing thanks to its materials, it is available in
different designs and incarnates authenticity and the use of natural and sustainable
materials. Designed by Steffensen & Würtz, it conveys an idea of simplicity and a return to basics. Also in wood, the Alp table and bench by Ramos Bassols are inspired
by the same authentic values. Their raw and delicate expression, crafted with fine FSC®
certified wood species, evokes the very spirit of Scandinavian design.

For relaxing evenings or Sundays,
take a seat in the Caisa series sofas.
Inspired by the rolling hills, the foam
cushions of fairy tales and the glaciers
of Northern Scandinavia, Caisa captures the beauty of nature in a series
of configurations ranging from a meridian to a 7-seater sofa, through an
urban, timeless, modern and pure design, and modules that bounce back to
luxurious lightness. The Ballon lamps
will bring the final luminous touch.
Their elegant and transparent fabric
creates a light and playful effect, while
diffusing the light in an almost hypnotic way. Continental elegance brings
the tranquility of nature mixed with a
feeling of softness and authenticity to
all spaces, both private and public.
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